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Have a divine personality

Think and do every thing

with the centre

for the centre

deriving a pleasing

cohesive progress

with favourable

meaningful adjustment

that nurtures the centre

with exalting energetic uplift;

be ye thus concentric

with healthy divine service

and have a divine personality. -

    Message Vol-II, P-247


   


        


 
    
    
     

  
      

 

     
   
       




   
     






to
a scientist, however, what really

objectionable about religion is that we

should be satisfied with a non explanation

to a difficult question instead of working

hard to provide a real explanation.

...(religion) a copout, a betrayal to the
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intellect, a betrayal of all that’s best about

what makes us human; In the 21st century

its high time, finally, to send it packing
Richard Dawkins at Cambridge Union

Society, 2013
     

     

To know a thing/

with all its components/and their co-

ordinating adjustments,/peculiarities with

their actions,/in all specific specifications/

is science/as I call. (Message-VIII)



  Discern

and know things/with all their constituents/

and make,/till with skillful adjustment/in

practical progressive performance/with

every inquisitive urge/and be an artisan of

knowledge,/science is there. (Message

Vol. VIII, p-177) 
Science and Religion  
    

     
  



A small group of

men who teach religion (not unlike

science teacher) from experience. They...

speak the same tongue and teach the

same truth. They are all similarly

constituted and similarly situated. Their

experience is the same; and this

becomes law. In the church, religionists

first learn a religion, then begin to practice

it; they do not take experience as the basis

of their belief. But the mystic starts out in

search of truth, experience it first, and

then formulates his creed.
     

  


  manipulation 




   

   
           
 

     



      
 These conflict have all sprung

from fatal errors.   
    
...nevertheless there exist between

the two, strong reciprocal relationships

and dependencies
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Though religion may be that which

determines the goal, it has, nevertheless,

learned from science, what means will

contribute to the attainment of the goals it

has setup. But science can only be

created by those who are thoroughly

imbued with the aspiration toward truth

and understanding. ....The situation may

be expressed by an image: science

without religion is lame, religion without

science is blind. Albert Einsteinform an

address at Princeton Theological

Seminary 1939.


 


      

    



     

      
To

know/the Dharma of anything/is to know/

the clue of its unfoldment/and existential

attributes;/science/smiles there/with its

shining resources/of present and future/

in every lofty mood. (Message VIII, p-173)
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spontaneous honour/of nature/adored

and worshipped by/all the diplomats.

(Message VIII, p-66)
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existence in consonant contrast to envi-

ronment by doing and discerning.


      


To bring out and materialise a con-

gruity from among varieties and unify

them meaningfully discovering our rela-

tion to existence is the essence of edu-

cation.   


  


Education is to edit the experience

and knowledge that nurture our existence

with every progressive push.

 







Streamy attachment to one good

and great is regarded as devotion and de-

votion is the only source of knowledge.





It is easy to learn and realise for one

who is attentive with meditation, but it is

difficult for him to understand who has

cramed with attentiveness gone

astray.





A gripping greed for education does

not teach, rather adherence to the teacher

dictates the fathom of education by which

one becomes concentric to the Master

Love with every meaningful exaltation and

love dictates that tension hence chaste

love imparts chaste education.
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infuseteacher
primarilystudent
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studentideal
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characterexalts their talentsand induces

urgeaccording to the instinctive charac-

teristics of the pupil.
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nourishment should be means of cure.
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